SPARKLING
SPUMANTE

125ml

Bottle

PROSECCO DOC COL BRIOSO SPUMANTE
Bright straw yellow in colour with bags of fresh fruit aromas and flavours.
An extra-dry young wine perfect for all occasions

£5.35 		

£27.95

MIRABELLO SPARKLING PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ
Lively rosé fizz with delicate aromas of red berries and a lush palate of summer fruits

£5.65 		

£28.95

CHAMPAGNE
125ml

LAURENT PERRIER BRUT NV
This Champagne has a delicate and fresh nose with good complexity and notes of citrus
and fruit. It is fresh and supple with rounded expressive flavours from which the fruit
progressively emerges

Bottle

£10.25 		

£59.95

LAURENT PERRIER ROSÉ BRUT NV			
Laurent-Perrier still make their excellent rosé in the traditional way with a short
maceration on the Pinot Noir skins to endow the wine with its lovely fresh pink colour
and nuances of wild strawberries in the attractive dry flavour

£89.95

ROSÉ WINE
VINo ROSATO

175ml

250ml

Bottle

PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ IGT, ANCORA
This dry rosé has very elegant hints of summer fruits and fresh acidity

£5.75

£8.25

£23.95

VILLA ROSELLA, ZINFANDEL ROSÉ
Full of ripe strawberry fruit, this is a medium dry rose which is very easy drinking

£5.85

£8.25

£23.95

WHITE WINE

RED WINE

VINo BLANCO
175ml

250ml

Bottle

LA LAGUNA PINOT GRIGIO
A classic off-dry Pinot Grigio, easy to drink with attractive rounded flavours

£4.45

£6.45

£18.95

ALTANA DI VICO IGT, SAUVIGNON, DELLE VENEZIE
A delicate Sauvignon Blanc with lovely citrus notes and a dry finish

£5.75

£7.85

£22.95

VERDICCHIO DEI CASTELLI DI JESI CLASSICO DOC, LE VELE
A very iconic yet often overlooked citrusy wine with a unique subtle nutty nuance
which adds complexity. Perfect with fish and seafood

£6.45

£9.25

£26.95

DEZZANI ROERO ARNEIS ‘MONFRIGO’ DOCG
Straw coloured with a greenish tinge and a complex intense nose with a bouquet
of almonds. The gentle touch of oak gives the wine a greater roundness and elegance

£7.25

£10.25

£29.95

LUNATE FIANO IGT, SICILIA 			
Increasingly popular, this Fiano from Sicily is a modern and fresh white wine.
If you like Pinot Grigio, but want to try something new, try this!

£24.95

SOAVE CLASSICO DOMINI VENETI 			
Crisp, fresh and combined with a hint of bitter almonds on the finish, typical of
Garganega, but with a little Trebbiano and Chardonnay in the blend

£24.95

TERRAMORE PINOT GRIGIO, VENETO (ORGANIC) 			
This Pinot Grigio has great minerality and concentration and is made
from certified Organic grapes

£26.95

VILLA CHIOPRIS DOC, SAUVIGNON BLANC, GRAVE DEL FRUILLI 			
Lovely chalky aromas with hints of pear drop and a pleasant bitter finish

£29.95

PINOT GRIGIO VIGNETO LE ROSSE TOMMASI 			
A premium Pinot Grigio from this iconic producer. It has an intensity
of flavour not normally found in an Italian Pinot Grigio

VINo ROSSO

175ml

250ml

Bottle

LA FOLLIA DOC BARBERA
An easy drinking and fruity red wine; great with or without food

£4.45

£6.45

£18.95

BOTTER MERLOT
This plummy and juicy Merlot from the north of Italy is bursting with fruit
and is lovely on its own, but has enough body to match with a variety of dishes too

£5.75

£7.85

£22.95

PRIMITIVO IGT, PUGLIA BAROCCO
This Primitivo is packed with vibrant red fruit notes and rich flavours

£6.65

£9.35

£27.95

BOTTER CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG, TOSCANA
Intense ruby red colour with a rich fruity bouquet and silky smooth tannins on the palate

£6.75

£9.35

£27.95

CASTELFORTE AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOC
Deep garnet in colour with a rich cherry fruit bouquet, full bodied, dry
and powerful on the palate

£9.45

£13.45

£39.95

CASTELFORTE VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO SUPERIORE DOC 			
From the heart of Valpolicella Classico and harvested by hand comes this ruby red
which is intense and persistent with aromas of cherry and plum and a twist of spicy black pepper

£25.95

VILLA CHIOPRIS CABERNET SAUVIGNON DOC, GRAVE DEL FRIULI 			
This delicious full bodied red has a distinctive dark fruit nose and flavours of cassis and pepper

£27.95

CERULLI SPINOZZI DOC, MONTEPULICANO D’ABRUZZO 			
A robust structure with good fruit and medium acidity

£27.95

CASTELFORTE RIPASSO DOC, VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO SUPERIORE			
Intense ruby red with hints of violet. Complex aromas of red fruits, vinous and spicy.
A full bodied, velvety-smooth wine with the ideal balance of tannins and acidity

£31.95

£34.95

£42.95

SANTA CRISTINA VENETO, CHARDONNAY DEL VENETO 			
Pale gold in colour with an intense, fine and elegant bouquet
and a full, supple and persistent palate

£38.95

BAROLO FLORI DOCG 			
Made from the Nebbiolo grape in Piedmonte this wine has a complex and
spicy nose. On the palate it is rich, full-bodied with sweet tannins and a dry finish

£38.95

CAPRAIA CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA DOCG 			
A rich and full wine with an intense ruby red colour and fruity, spicy aromas.
The palate is full and rounded with a lasting after-taste

£44.95

VETTE DE SAN LEONARDO SAUVIGNON BLANC 			
This Sauvignon Blanc from the far north of Italy is elegance personified,
subtle citrus flavours are perfectly balanced with a crisp, dry finish
GUIDO MAZZARELLO DOCG, POGGIO DEL TIGLIO, GAVI DI GAVI 			
Pale yellow in colour with an intensely fruity bouquet with hints of
apricots, rich and full in the mouth with a long after taste

£44.95

CASANOVA DI NERI DOCG, BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO 			
Aromatic and intense with full ripe cherry fruit flavours.
This is proper Brunello – full of tannin acidity, vigour and power

£79.95

AMARONE WINES
AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOCG DOMINI VENETI
Full bodied and very smooth. Ruby red, dense and compact with hints of cherries and
dried prunes, dried flowers and spices. A big wine at 15.5% ABV

£69.95

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOC, TOMMASI
This rich full bodied red wine has plum characters and soft spice.
It is best served with roasted red meats and strong cheeses

£72.95

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOC AMBROSAN NICOLIS
The wine is both powerful and delicate. Its complex perfume boasts flower scents and
ripe fruit with hints of underwood and leather

£74.95

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOC ZENATO
This wine is of limited production obtained from specially selected grapes where after
picking the bunches are left to partially dry on wooden frames. It is a dry, generous wine
with an intense aroma and a harmonious soft flavour. Aged for 3 years in oak barrels

£77.95

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOC BOLLA
Bolla was the first winery in the Veronese region to bottle and market Amarone back
in 1953. A blend of Corvina, Corvinone and Rondinella grapes, matured in oak barrels for
three years and a further year in the bottle. Very rich and concentrated

£79.95
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RED WINE
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Bottle
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Pale yellow in colour with an intensely fruity bouquet with hints of
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